CASE STUDY

Butler School District 53
Chooses UV Angel to Support
Safer In-Person Learning
See how UV Angel and Butler School District 53 partnered to protect in-person
learning with next generation technology that delivers cleaner and safer
environments needed to keep students and teachers safe in the classroom.

Results at a Glance
54-73% reduction of
airborne bacteria
52-100% reduction of
bacteria on settled
surfaces

About Butler School District 53
Zero transmission within
school buildings
post-implementation
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The Challenge
A Global Pandemic Threatening In-Person Learning

As a community-focused school environment, remote learning presented a range of
challenges for students and teachers alike, making it difficult to connect, assess
student engagements and understanding, and much more. Butler 53 knew that to
preserve the spirit of their school’s community and exceptional education standards,
they needed to make changes to their pandemic response, and fast.

The Solution
Following the Science With A Layered Approach
to Pathogen Control

UV Angel Clean Air™ units install directly into
ceiling tiles.

– Dr. Paul O’Malley, Superintendent,

A safe pathogen source-control solution that works.
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Continuous air treatment, at the occupied room level.

Seamless, unobtrusive installation.

A vision for a cleaner, safer future.

The Results
A Visionary Solution for a School District with a Vision

the tone for all schools across
thecountry. And that’s exactly
why
– Dr. Paul O’Malley, Superintendent,

THE RESULTS

54-73%
REDUCTION
of airborne
bacteria

52-100%
REDUCTION
of bacteria on
settled surfaces

ZERO
TRANSMISSION
within school buildings
post-implementation
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Effective pathogen control technology creating cleaner, safer classrooms.

Butler 53 hired an independent third-party environmental company to test
their environment for bacteria and fungus in the air and on surfaces of
occupied classrooms. In general, EPA and CDC recognize the fact that
bacteria are more resistant to treatment technologies than viruses, so the
observed reduction in airborne and surface bacteria is a very strong indicator
of efficacy against viruses. Their results showed a 73% reduction of airborne
bacteria, and a 100% reduction of bacteria on settled surfaces, confirming the
technology’s ability to create measurably safer learning environments for
students and staff. Dr. O’Malley noted that “many studies show that as the
environment in the room gets stirred up with activity, particles and/or
pathogens that float around eventually settle. Another one of the incredible
benefits of treating the air continuously with the UV Angel system, is that
testing also showed dramatic improvements to our surface cleanliness.”
UV Angel later returned to Butler 53 to conduct a larger scale study, and
again measured dramatic reductions in the amounts of bacteria in the air and
on settled surfaces.
Always know it’s working with best-in-class IoT connected platform

A critical layer of protection for effectively treating the air in Butler 53
classrooms.

The IAQ solution Butler 53 needs to protect students and staff well
into the future.
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